
gelato

Birthday Cake
GFS Re-Order #261232
Birthday cake gelato enveloped 
with invigorating chocolate truffles 
and festive rainbow sprinkles!

Caramel Sea Salt
GFS Re-Order #100721
Rich and creamy caramel 
gelato with a gentle touch of 
Mediterranean Sea Salt.

Chocolate Classico
GFS Re-Order #100370
The perfect combination of savory 
and sweet, Chocolate Classico is 
crafted using only the finest 
chocolate from around the world.

Cookies & Cream
GFS Re-Order #100362
A smooth, creamy flavor enveloping 
bits and pieces of the ever-popular 
Oreo cookie!

new! peach cobbler amaretto
GFS Re-Order #423677
Laced with a luscious peach swirl 
and enveloped with a delicious 
cobbler crumble, Peach Cobbler 
Amaretto Gelato is a heartwarming  
and nostalgic flavor that will send 
you into a moment of bliss! 

pistachio italiano
GFS Re-Order #100386
An elegant, yet delicate flavor 
infused with delicious Sicilian 
pistachios from Bronte, Italy! 

Tahitian Vanilla
GFS Re-Order #100731
A classically delicate, yet robust 
flavor made with real Tahitian 
Vanilla Beans that offer delightful 
fruity & flowery notes.

White Chocolate W/ Raspberry Swirl  
GFS Re-Order #100400
Soft white chocolate gelato laced 
with a vibrant and delicious 
raspberry variegate.

sorbetto 

Blood Orange
GFS Re-Order #100413
Nature at its best... Crafted using only 
the finest blood orange juice from 
Sicily!

Strawberry
GFS Re-Order #100751
Succulent strawberries ripened to  
perfection are the first ingredient in 
this exquisitely smooth, dairy-free 
delight!

Mango
GFS Re-Order #100100
Naturally delicious! A pure & 
simple, dairy-free sorbet made 
with mangoes from India as the 
first ingredient.

plant-based
Plant based coconutmilk indonesian 
vanilla bean frozen dessert
GFS Re-Order #656284
An indulgent flavor prepared with 
non-dairy Coconutmilk and 
premium vanilla beans that offer 
deep flavor with smoky undertones.

Plant based OATMILK ISLAND 
vanilla frozen dessert
GFS Re-Order #353386
Guilt-free temptation awaits! Sail 
away to paradise with this 100% 
vegan indulgence prepared with 
non-dairy Oatmilk and premium 
Indonesian vanilla beans.

stock flavors
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For ordering info, contact 
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146 FL.OZ. PACK SIZE:
1 pan per case

single-serve cups

SINGLE-SERVE Birthday Cake Gelato*
GFS Re-Order #636960
A single-serving of Birthday Cake 
Gelato in a 3.6 fl.oz. mini cup with 
a spoon under the lid!

SINGLE-SERVE CHOCOLATE GELATO*
GFS Re-Order #637040
A single-serving of Chocolate 
Gelato in a 3.6 fl.oz. mini cup 
with a spoon under the lid!

SINGLE-SERVE Strawberry sorbet*
GFS Re-Order #636850
A single-serving of Strawberry 
Sorbetto in a 3.6 fl.oz. mini cup 
with a spoon under the lid!

*SINGLE-SERVE PACK SIZE:
48 - 3.6 fl.oz. cups per case

(spoon under lid)



Non-stock flavors

For ordering info, contact your 
Gordon Food Service Specialist!

146 FL.OZ. PACK SIZE:
1 pan per case
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biscotti GELATO
GS Item #192006  / Dot #706388

blue monster cookie GELATO
GS Item #193058 / Dot #706391

BUTTERFINGER GELATO
GS Item #192005

CHOCOLATE COOKIE CRUNCH GELATO
GS Item #193031 / Dot #706400

Coconut GELATO
GS Item #193008 / Dot #706402

indonesian vanilla GELATO
GS Item #1922003 / Dot #706408

italian butter pecan Gelato
GS Item #191601 / Dot #706422

madagascar vanilla GELATO*
GS Item #FS22004 / Dot #706383 

mint Chocolaty GELATO
GS Item #191306 / Dot #706430

nutella GELATO
GS Item #191403 / Dot #706432

raspberry cheesecake gelato
GS Item #191802 / Dot #706437

reeses & cream GELATO
GS Item #191801 / Dot #706438

STRAWBERRY GELATO
GS Item #196203 / Dot #706441

tiramisu GELATO
GS Item #1920001 / Dot #706442

lemon sorbet
GS Item #1912203 / Dot #706426

passion fruit sorbet
GS Item #191701 / Dot #749115

raspberry sorbet
GS Item #191201 / Dot #706436

plant-based CASHEWMILK HIMALAYAN 
SALTED CARAMEL FROZEN DESSERT
GS Item #2030042 / Dot #715744 

plant-based oatmilk strawberry 
almond crisp frozen dessert
GS Item #206204 / Dot #715892

plant-based coconutmilk vegan 
chocolate frozen dessert
GS Item #193056 / Dot #706445

Gordon Food Service Eastern Division | Available through Dot Foods

145 FL.OZ. PACK SIZE:
4 tubs per case

(Madagascar Vanilla Gelato Only)


